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Abstract. Down syndrome (DS) is the most common cause of intellectual disability in infants and has a well-known rela-
tionship with the Alzheimer’s disease. The association between DS and the other pathologies of senescence, such as normal
pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), has been poorly investigated. This series included two DS patients with NPH. In both cases,
NPH symptoms were initially misdiagnosed as DS associated senescence. Patients were treated with ventricular-peritoneal
shunt, showing a sustained improvement (1 and 4 years of follow-up). To our knowledge, this is the first description of the
occurrence of NPH in adult patients with DS and surgical outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION23

Down syndrome (DS) is a developmental disor-24

der caused by an aneuploidy (i.e., trisomy) of the25

chromosome 21. It shows an estimated prevalence of26

roughly 1/800 newborns in the United States, leading27
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to nearly 6,000 annual DS births. Thus, it is one of 28

the most common genetic causes of intellectual dis- 29

ability worldwide due to its strong link with delayed 30

development and cognitive decline [1]. Trisomy 21 31

is associated with a specific phenotype also charac- 32

terized by alterations of the immune and endocrine 33

system. Therefore, DS life expectancy is reduced, 34

with only 25% of patients surviving over the sixth 35

decade [1]. The incidence of neurodegenerative dis- 36

ease with aging can vary considerably in DS, but 37

the association between DS and Alzheimer’s disease 38

(AD) is a well-acknowledged relationship since its 39
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first description by Heston and Mastri (1977) [1]. On40

the other hand, the connection between DS and other41

prevalent neurodegenerative diseases, as Parkinson’s42

disease, is controverted and pathological studies did43

not find any clear relationship between Lewy pathol-44

ogy and DS [2].45

Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH)46

is a still debated neurological entity, whose pathogen-47

esis, despite its relatively high prevalence (0.2–2.9%48

in 65–79-year-old subjects, up to 5.9% in people over49

80) has not been fully elucidated so far [3]. It has50

been proposed that various mechanisms can occur in51

establishing an impaired cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)52

dynamic leading to ventriculomegaly, thus resulting53

in gait disturbances (i.e., higher-level gait disorder54

with or without freezing of gait), subcortical demen-55

tia, and urinary incontinence (Hakim’s triad) [3].56

Herein we describe, for the first time in literature,57

the association of iNPH and DS in two patients that58

were successfully treated with ventricular-peritoneal59

shunt (VPS).60

METHODS61

We retrospectively identified two patients affected62

by DS and NPH treated with VPS. We reviewed63

the patients’ medical records to identify the diagnos-64

tic process, the clinical outcome and the follow-up65

after VPS. It was possible to collect retrospective66

data on 1) the baseline iNPH Radscale [4] and 2)67

the longitudinal iNPH grading scale [5]. The iNPH68

Radscale (range 0–12) is a useful screening tool,69

which allows a structural radiological assessment70

that, together with symptoms, should raise the suspi-71

cion for iNPH. The iNPH grading scale classifies the72

severity of the Hakim’s triad symptoms (dementia,73

gait disorder, and urinary incontinence). Each domain74

is evaluated on a 0–4 scale and correlates to other stan-75

dardized assessment tools such as the Mini-Mental76

State Examination, the time up and go test, and the77

urinary domain score of the International Consulta-78

tion on Incontinence Questionnaire short form. Our79

iNPH grading scale evaluation included also the pre-80

existent presence of DS related symptoms.81

Both patients received a lumbar infusion test (LIT),82

in order to record data on intracranial elastances (IE,83

the reciprocal of the intracranial compliance). The84

LIT evaluates the CSF absorptive capacity during85

the intrathecal administration of fluid. It is performed86

through a needle inserted in the lumbar spinal sac and87

connected to an external pressure monitor, allowing88

the recording of CSF parameters all along the infu- 89

sion. 90

This study received approval from the institution’s 91

Ethical Committee. Anonymized patient data are 92

available upon request. 93

RESULTS 94

The series included two patients affected by DS 95

and NPH. The first patient is a 57-year-old man 96

with no neurological signs other than the known DS- 97

related intellectual disability. He presented with a 98

1-year history of subtle and progressive cognitive 99

and gait deterioration, associated with urge incon- 100

tinence. Symptoms were initially misinterpreted as 101

being part of DS but, due to the occurrence of 102

a seizure, the patient underwent a brain computed 103

tomography (CT). The latter revealed the presence of 104

marked ventricular enlargement (Evan’s ratio: 0.37), 105

widening of the Sylvian and narrowing of parasagittal 106

fissures (Fig. 1A–D, iNPH radscale 9). The pres- 107

ence of iNPH was suspected and further supported 108

by an intracranial elastance (IE) index of 0.25 at the 109

LIT [6]. Hence, VPS was performed using a pro- 110

grammable valve (mod. Sophysa SM8-B) set at an 111

opening pressure of 140 mmH2O. The patient pre- 112

sented a clinical improvement within 2 weeks after 113

surgery. Eight months after, the patient’s condition 114

slightly worsened, but was successfully treated by 115

lowering the valve opening pressure to 110 mmH2O. 116

The patient has been stable until the last follow-up 117

visit, occurring four years after surgery. 118

The second DS case is a 40-year-old man present- 119

ing with a subtle deterioration of gait characterized 120

by asymmetric shuffling (Supplementary Video 1, 121

segment 1), episodes of incontinence and worsening 122

of cognitive function. The clinical picture developed 123

in few months, since the patient was completely 124

autonomous before the occurrence of symptoms (e.g., 125

he was able to bike). A brain magnetic resonance 126

(MR) was performed because of headache, showing 127

an enlargement of ventricles (Evan’s ratio 0.34) and 128

of subarachnoid spaces (Fig. 1E, iNPH Radscale 6). 129

After an unsuccessful trial with levodopa-carbidopa, 130

he underwent a LIT, disclosing an IE of 0.3. The 131

patient was diagnosed with iNPH and underwent VPS 132

with a programmable valve (mod. ProGav 2.0) set 133

at 140 mm H2O. Patient’s gait, urinary symptoms, 134

and cognition improved in 2 weeks (Supplementary 135

Video 1, segment 2) and maintained up to the latest 136

follow-up, occurred 1 year after surgery. Results of 137
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Fig. 1. The brain CT scan of Patient 1 (A–D) and brain MRI of Patient 2 (E) shows marked ventricular enlargement. The ration between the
width of the anterior horns of the lateral ventricles and the internal diameter of the larger part of the skull (Evans’s ratio) is 0.37 for Patient
1 and 0.34 for Patient 2.

the retrospective longitudinal iNPH grading scale are138

reported in Fig. 2.139

DISCUSSION140

To our knowledge this is the first report describ-141

ing the occurrence of iNPH in adult patients with142

DS. Trisomy 21 is a neurodevelopmental disorder,143

but since the estimated life expectancy has increased144

over the years, several neurodegenerative aspects of145

the disease have raised the attention of healthcare146

providers and researchers. Indeed, the epidemiologi-147

cal and pathophysiological link between DS and AD148

is nowadays well acknowledged. Chromosome 21,149

which is duplicated in DS, contains the amyloid-150

precursor-protein (APP) gene and amyloid is deposed151

in most of patients with trisomy 21 by the age of 40152

[1]. Accordingly, the prevalence of clinical dementia153

is higher in DS than in the general population at a154

relatively younger age [7].155

In recent years the pathophysiology and even the156

existence of iNPH have been debated since some157

patients lose the benefit from VPS a few years after158

surgery and the few that underwent brain autopsy are159

found with AD pathology or primary tau pathology160

(progressive supranuclear palsy) [8]. Some authors161

have proposed the existence of “neurodegenerative” 162

NPH variants [9] whereas others have postulated 163

amyloid accumulation as a result of glymphatic cir- 164

culation impairment [7, 10]. 165

Diagnosing iNPH in DS poses some challenges. 166

The complete Hakim triad of NPH is seen in less 167

than 75% patients, with the majority of NPH subjects 168

presenting isolated gait impairment mainly charac- 169

terized by higher level gait disorders (imbalance 170

and increased stepping variability) with accompa- 171

nying parkinsonian features (shuffling, freezing of 172

gait, festination). DS patients might present with gait 173

abnormalities, but these are generally related to an 174

impairment of dynamic stability (i.e., no parkinso- 175

nian features are seen) [11]. Urinary symptoms are 176

not typically seen in DS, while both our patients 177

had incontinence that improved after VPS. The most 178

challenging aspect is the one related to cognition 179

not only because of the co-existing DS-related men- 180

tal retardation but also because DS patients might 181

present with early-onset AD [7] with AD-related 182

changes being associated with gait deterioration [12]. 183

Understanding the interplay between these factors is 184

further complicated by the fact that iNPH might have 185

AD pathology [8]. Finally, hydrocephalus has been 186

described in DS [13], sometimes early in life and 187

treated with VPS [14], and studies in a DS mouse 188
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Fig. 2. iNPH grading scale scores during the follow-up of patient 1 and 2. * refers to the clinical deterioration before the valve opening
pressure regulation after 8 months of follow-up.

model suggested that specific trisomy 21 related alter-189

ations could be associated to the development of190

ventricular enlargement, ependymal ciliary beating191

dysfunction and impaired CSF dynamic [15]. There-192

fore, whether DS patients might develop iNPH or193

a condition similar to the so-called ‘long-standing194

overt ventriculomegaly in adults’ or ‘arrested hydro-195

cephalus’ [16, 17] needs further verifications.196

In our patients, the diagnosis of an impaired CSF197

dynamic was confirmed before surgery. Part of the198

neuroimaging findings commonly associated to NPH,199

such as disproportionate enlargement of the sub-200

arachnoid space, ventriculomegaly (confirmed by an201

Evan’s ratio higher than 0.3), reduced callosal angle,202

or white matter abnormalities, were present in our203

cases but their usefulness in predicting the effect of204

VPS is limited [18]. The callosal angle, that was205

calculated in patient 2 by low quality MRI images206

(i.e., movement artifacts), was as low as 109◦. The207

diagnostic usefulness of white matter abnormalities208

in iNPH is uncertain. They may be mild (such as209

in Fig. 1A–D) or even absent and their detection210

could be influenced by the low sensitivity of CT211

scans for brain parenchyma. Furthermore, the pres-212

ence of white matter abnormalities accounts for no213

more than 2 points in the iNPH Radscale, a neu-214

roimaging screening tool designed for iNPH.215

The LIT, a minimally invasive test aimed at inves- 216

tigating the pulse pressure of CSF and IE, supports 217

the diagnosis and helps selecting patients for surgery. 218

Indeed, an elevated CSF pulse amplitude during lum- 219

bar infusion predicts shunt response with a sensitivity 220

of 88 and a specificity of 60 [19]. However, in our 221

cases, we referred to the experience of Anile and col- 222

leagues (2010) [6], who suggested that patients with 223

an IE ≥ 0.25 are more likely to improve with VPS, 224

and patients with an IE ≥ 0.30 show the better results 225

even in the long term. 226

The study limitations are mainly caused by 1) the 227

retrospective nature of the report and 2) the objective 228

difficulties in testing DS patients. 229

Indeed, it was not possible to obtain a quantita- 230

tive neuropsychological and gait analysis before the 231

shunt and during the follow-up. The good outcome 232

of the VPS was supported by the improvement of 233

specific iNPH symptoms, with a consequent patient 234

functional recover few weeks after surgery, and by 235

retrospective data of the iNPH grading scale. 236

Moreover, both patients received a basic neuro- 237

radiological assessment, which was later quantified 238

through the iNPH Radscale. 239

In ambiguous cases featured by other putative 240

causes of brain atrophy such as DS, common radi- 241

ological iNPH signs (e.g., ventriculomegaly) could 242
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be not sufficient for reaching a diagnosis.243

The latter could take advantage by dynamic MRI244

technique such as the calculation of the stroke vol-245

ume (the mean volume passing through the aqueduct246

during both systole and diastole). Moreover, the role247

of conventional MRI indexes in predicting the VPS248

response is also debated, since iNPH markers such249

as disproportionately enlarged subarachnoid spaces250

hydrocephalus, a small callosal angle may not to be251

related to the mechanism behind the reversibility of252

the syndrome [18]. In our cases, we trusted the com-253

bination of clinical findings (i.e., iNPH symptoms254

onset) with the iNPH Radscale and the LIT parame-255

ters in order to raise the suspect of iNPH and propose256

the shunt. Furthermore, the LIT give us information257

of the intrathecal fluid dynamic, which is thought to258

be one of the most important iNPH pathogenic con-259

tributors – and is able to predict, at least in part, the260

clinical response to VPS [6].261

Finally, the patient 1 had a follow-up period of262

4 years featured by a sustained long-term beneficial263

response to VPS, since no further gait, cognitive, or264

urinary function deterioration were observed outside265

the regular DS progression. The clinical diagnosis266

was supported by a score of 9 at iNPH Radscale. A267

score ≤4 in elderly (>65 years old) should question268

the diagnosis of iNPH with a sensitivity of 100% and269

a specificity of 96% (overall accuracy 98.5%), while,270

the latter is very likely at scores >8. On the other hand,271

patient 2, who presented with an iNPH Radscale of 6,272

has a 1 year of follow-up and would deserve further273

observation time to better estimate the therapeutic274

effect of VPS in the long term.275

Conclusions276

In conclusion, due to advances in medical sciences,277

DS patient have reached a long-life expectancy:278

nowadays, a newborn with DS has an estimated life279

span of 60 years. Thus, the challenge of facing neu-280

rodegenerative diseases in DS is a not-to-miss point281

and not only refers to the well-known association282

with AD. In fact, other conditions associated to senes-283

cence such as iNPH are to be taken into account. Our284

experience raises awareness on the potential associa-285

tions between DS and NPH, hence the “AD-Trisomy286

21” binomium should not discourage the clinician in287

pursuing differential diagnosis for potential treatable288

causes. Further investigation should be warranted in289

order to estimate a real prevalence of iNPH in DS,290

to investigate the overlap between DS and the AD291

pathology throughout CSF or radiological markers of292

amyloidopathy [10], and to model the available pre- 293

dictors of VPS outcome on this population in order 294

to guarantee a better and more comprehensive health- 295

care management to DS patients. 296
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